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Nota di contenuto

Overture -- Goosey, goosey gander -- Alright, I'll tell you on one
condition -- Little brother, dance with me -- Hansel! What the hell
d'you think you are doing? -- Out! Out! Go at once -- Ral-la-la-la, ralla-la-la -- But wait -- where are Hansel and Gretel? -- At night it's a
gruesome and sordid place -- The witch's ride -- A dwarf stood in the
forest but never spoke -- Hurray! Just look at these berries, the
basket's groaning! -- Cuckoo, cuckoo, eggs are blue! -- Gretel, I think
we've lost our way -- I am the little sandman -- Where each child lays
down its head -- Dream Pantomime -- Prelude -- When dew drops on
the daisy -- Where am I? -- I feel so good here in the wood -- Keep
still! Not a sound! -- Nobody answers -- Greedy little mousey -- My
name's Rosina Lickspittle -- Halt! -- Hocus pocus -- Now Gretel, you're
the sensible one -- The dough is made -- So hopp hopp hopp, galopp
lopp lopp -- Now wake up, it's time to eat -- Ja hei! Now that the witch
is dead -- The dead arise, but cannot see -- Look -- they are standing
there!
When the only food in the house--a jug of milk--gets spilled by
accident, the children are sent into the forest by their angry mother to
gather strawberries for supper--with almost fatal consequences.

Sommario/riassunto

Humperdinck's adaptation of the Brothers Grimm's beloved fairy tale
stars Angelika Kirchschlager and Miah Persson as the siblings of the
title. Having lost their way in the woods, they encounter a strange old
lady who lives in a house filled with sweets--played by the late Philip
Langridge in his final operatic appearance. Fabio Luisi conducts.

